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Abstract Software engineering is a highly dynamic discipline. Hence, as times change, so
too might our beliefs about core processes in this field.
This paper checks some five beliefs that originated in the past decades that comment on
the relationships between (i) developer productivity; (ii) software quality and (iii) years of
developer experience.
Using data collected from 1,356 developers in the period 1995 to 2006, we found sup-
port for only one of the five beliefs titled “Quality entails productivity”. We found no clear
support for four other beliefs based on programming languages and software developers.
However, from the sporadic evidence of the four other beliefs we learned that a narrow
scope could delude practitioners in misinterpreting certain effects to hold in their day to day
work. Lastly, through an aggregated view of assessing the five beliefs, we find programming
languages act as a confounding factor for developer productivity and software quality.
Thus the overall message of this work is that it is both important and possible to revisit
old beliefs in SE. Researchers and practitioners should routinely retest old beliefs.
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1 Introduction
“ Though deeply learned, unflecked by fault, ’tis rare
to see when closely scanned, a man from all unwisdom free.”
– Valluvar’s sacred couplet (translated, 1886, G.U. Pope [1, 43])
Ideally, practitioners and researchers in Software Engineering (SE) learn lessons from
the past in order to better manage their future projects. But while many researchers record
those beliefs [54,58,59,61], very little is currently being done to verify the veracity of those
beliefs.
We assert that it is important to quantitatively assess SE beliefs, as such beliefs are used
by
– Practitioners when they justify design or process decisions; e.g. “better not use goto
statements in our code”;
– Managers to justify purchases or training programs or hiring decisions; e.g. “test-driven
development processes are best”;
– and Researchers as they select what issues they should explore next; e.g. “it is better to
remove more bugs, earlier in the life-cycle, since the longer they stay in the code, the
more expensive it becomes to remove them”.
But the justification for such beliefs may be weak. Nagappan et al. recently rechecked and
rejected Dijkstra’s famous comment that goto is necessarily considered harmful [36]. As to
early bug removal, Menzies et al. looked for evidence about whether or not “the longer a
bug remains in the system, the exponentially more costly it becomes to fix”. An extensive
literature survey found only ten papers that actually experimented with this issue, of which
five did, and five did not support this belief [30]. Further, Fucci et al. reviewed numerous
studies on test-driven development and found no evidence of an advantage from writing tests
before writing code [19]. To say the least, this result is very different from numerous prior
claims [18],
More generally, Devanbu et al. reported at ICSE’16 just how widely practitioner be-
liefs at Microsoft, diverged from each other and from the existing empirical evidence [13].
Also, Shrikanth and Menzies reason that discrepancy between practitioners and empirical
evidence by documenting the poverty of evidence for numerous defect prediction beliefs in
dozens of software projects [47].
Motivated by the above examples, in this paper, we:
– Determine what large data sources exist. Since 1995, our second author (Nichols) has
been tutoring data collection methods for developers. As part of that work, he has col-
lected data from ten tasks assigned to 1,356 developers. In all, we have data from 5,424
completed tasks.
– Check how that data comments on known catalogs of SE beliefs. For this paper, we
used the 2003 textbook A handbook of software and systems engineering: Empirical
observations, laws, and theories [15] by Albert Endres & Dieter Rombach. That book
documents dozens of SE hypotheses, laws, and theories.
For a variety of reasons, this paper only explores the five Endres and Rombach beliefs listed
in Table 1. Those reasons are:
– No single article could explore all the beliefs recorded by Endres and Rombach.
– The data used in this study provided by Nichols (second author of this paper) et al.
[55] could only comment on a subset of the Endres and Rombach beliefs. As to beliefs
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Table 1: Beliefs studied in this paper.
# Belief Conceived
1 Productivity and reliability depend on the length of a
program’s text, independent of language level used.
Corbato´’s law [10] (1969)
2 Object-oriented programming reduces errors and en-
courages reuse.
Dahl-Goldberg Hypothesis [11,20] (1967 & 1989)
3 Quality entails productivity. Mills-Jones Hypothesis [9, 32] (1983 & 1990)
4 Individual developer performance varies consider-
ably.
Sackman’s Second law [46] (1968)
5 It takes 5000 hours to turn a novice into an expert. Apprentice’s law [38] (1993)
such as “Prototyping (significantly) reduces requirement and design errors, especially
for user interfaces” (Boehms second Law) or “Screen pointing-time is a function of
distance and width” (FittsShneiderman law) that would require a different data source
to assess.
– Of the remaining beliefs, we found that five were most widely-cited. For example, one of
the original SMALLTALK papers [20] (cited 7,430 times) motivates its work using the
“Dahl-Goldberg” hypothesis listed in Table 1. Also the paper propose the “Apprentice’s
Law” [38] has been cited 4,390 times. The remaining three beliefs are all referenced in
the The Mythical Man-Month [7] and the famous 1987 article No silver bullet [6]. These
two words are cited 8,649 and 5,085 times, respectively1.
Finally, there is some coherence between the five beliefs we selected. Specifically, they
explore aspects of the entities of Figure 1. That is to say, in theory, we could learn more
from a summation of these beliefs than from just from a separate study of each of them.
Specifically, after studying the data about these five beliefs, we can ask and answer three
research questions:
RQ1: Why beliefs diverge among practitioners?
Apart from belief 3 titled “Quality entails productivity”, none of the other beliefs
are supported.
Next, we ask:
RQ2: What is the relationship between Productivity, Quality, and Expertise?
A focus on quality, early in the project life-cycle minimizes rework but programming
experience neither improves production rate nor mitigates defects.
Finally, we ask:
RQ3: What impacts Productivity, and Quality?
Programming languages — C# and VB developers wrote programs with fewer de-
fects. Specifically, C# developers were most productive (among four other groups of
developers who wrote programs in C, C++, Java, and VB).
The contributions of this paper are:
1 All the citation counts in this bullet item were collected from Google Scholar, December, 2019.
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Fig. 1: A summary of beliefs in Table 1 is shown here. Beliefs are broken into their entities
and edges are drawn between two entities to acknowledge the presence of an effect as re-
ported in SE literature. Strength of that effect using the data we collected is assessed in §5
and this figure is updated (re-drawn) as per the current evidence later in Figure 8.
– A replication study: We assess five SE beliefs to understand the widespread relevance
of a large disconnect between SE beliefs and the actual evidence in practice.
– Prior publications such as [13, 27] report the disconnect between practitioners and em-
pirical evidence, which is important, but only a few [47] extends to offer an explanation
for that disconnect. We highlight such disconnects exist even among decades-old SE
beliefs based on developer productivity, expertise, and software quality.
– Importantly, our advice to practitioners is not to dwell into years of developer experi-
ence but value some programming languages over others. We also suggest practitioners
to focus on quality right from the early stages of a project, preferably adhering to a
disciplined process.
– The data is publicly available [55] and the results of this study are reproducible. The
reproduction package is available here 2.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. §2 relates the current work to the prior
literature as per the research questions we ask. Then in §3 & §4, we discuss the choice of our
datasets statistical tests, measures, and terminologies needed for assessment in §5, where we
detail the modeling of the beliefs. Next, we discuss the results of our assessment in §6. §7
discusses the reliability of our findings. Lastly, we summarize in §8 and provide takeaways
for practice in §9.
2 http://tiny.cc/se_beliefs
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2 Five Beliefs
This section describes the beliefs explored in this paper (and the next section describes the
data we used to explore those beliefs).
2.1 Quality:
Belief 2 claims that “Object-oriented programming reduces errors and encourages reuse”;i.e.,
some groups of programming languages induce more defects than others. In the literature,
there is some support for this claim:
– Ray et al. analyzed Open Source (OS) projects and found a modest but significant effect
of programming languages affecting software quality [44].
– Kochhar et al. [5,26] showed some languages used together (interoperability) with other
languages induced defects.
– Bhattacharya and Neamtiu [4] argue that C++ is a better choice than C for both software
quality and developer productivity.
– Mondel et al. empirically assessed four beliefs related to systems testing. They found
evidence for an old belief based on more reused code to be harmful [49] in one of the
two organizations they assessed [34].
Belief 3 claims that ”Quality entails productivity”;ie. this belief implies a relation-
ship between quality and productivity. Mills by applying Cleanroom Software Engineering,
showed the possibility of simultaneous productivity and software quality improvements in
both commercial and research projects [32].
2.1.1 Productivity:
Much works [25, 28, 46] in the past decades studied developer productivity. Belief 1 titled
“Productivity and reliability depend on the length of a programs text, independent of lan-
guage level used” implies that Lines of Code (LOC) is a better indicator to software quality
and productivity than some programming languages. To the best of our knowledge, this
1969 belief is not well explored in the past. Compared to the late 60’s, practitioners now
write code in numerous programming languages using tools (like Integrated development
environments) to catalyze software development. Thus it is essential to revisit the claimed
effect.
Interestingly, some researchers acknowledge the widely held belief that some good de-
velopers are much better (almost 10X) than many poor developers [46]. Belief 4 is centered
around the belief titled “Individual developer performance varies considerably”. On related
lines of thought, using the same data set Nichols pointed out that a developer who is produc-
tive in one task is not necessarily productive in another [37]. That result warns us that even
if we do find a hero [2] developer, they may not remain heroes consistently. Thus the fo-
cus should be to answer, whether these productivity variance also impact software quality?
If it does not, then practitioners can confidently withdraw their large appeal around these
moderate productivity variances in practice.
While exploring literature on developer productivity, we also note a common debate on
universal productivity metric,
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– In one study, Vasilescu et al. measured productivity as the number of pull requests to
show productivity improvements through Continuous Integration practice in the GitHub
arena [53].
– In another recent study, Murphy et al. showed non-technical factors (self-rated metric)
were good predictors for productivity [35].
– Suggestions about how to augment traditional measures such as incorporating rework
time were also discussed in the past [40].
Since all the above productivity measures discussed have their limitations, we lean to-
wards the most prevalent measure ‘production rate’ (program size over time) used in litera-
ture. The list of measures used in this study refers to §4.
2.1.2 Expertise:
Two common beliefs are experts perform the same task better (higher quality and meet dead-
lines) than novices, and that expertise is built over time. The differences between experts and
novices are discussed in various domains [16,17]. In SE back in 1985, Wiedenbeck consid-
ered 20 developers in two equal groups of 10 and found the expert group to be significantly
better in certain programming sentence identification tasks than the other novice group. The
expert group had 20,000 hours (mean) experience in their programming languages, whereas
the novice population had as little as 500 hours (mean).
Although some studies have highlighted there is more to just years of experience to
expertise [3], we think it is important to revisit prevalent beliefs. Especially belief 5 titled
“It takes 5000 hours to turn a novice into an expert”; as it is known to influence software
quality and developer productivity. For example, in a 2014 TSE article by Bergersen et
al. claimed that the first few years of experience correlated with developer performance. But
later in a 2017 EMSE article by Dieste et al. found years of experience to be a poor predictor
of developer productivity and quality [14].
Our work is similar to [13,47] where we too assess various beliefs in an empirical study,
but we differ from them in the following ways:
– The truisms we assess have influenced numerous SE articles as discussed earlier in §2.
The beliefs we assess are not specific to a particular space like defect-prediction met-
rics as in [47] but also extend to other SE entities such as developer productivity and
expertise.
– We observe variations in entities of beliefs such as developer productivity, defects, and
years of developer experience among different programming languages. The results of
that observation can help managers to prefer some programming languages over another.
– Although, some Open Source software systems (OSS) lessons may extend to practice,
this work looks for evidence in tasks completed by developers from industries of various
domains. The generalizability of our results is discussed in §7.
3 Data
In this section, we discuss the source and nature of the data while detailing the collection
framework. Then we detail statistical tests and SE measures used to answer our RQ’s.
In summary, our data comes from a decades-long training program. The consultants
from the Software Engineering Institute (SEI, based in Pittsburgh, USA) traveled around
the world to train developers in personal data collection. This “Personal Software Process”
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(or PSP) [23] is based on a belief that a disciplined process can improve the productivity
and quality [41]. Specifically, if a practitioner uses PSP, they are encouraged to guess how
long some tasks will take, and then explain any differences between the predicted and actual
effort.
There are several reasons to use this data. Firstly, it is a minimal intrusion into the actual
development work of practitioners. With the support of the right tools (e.g., with the tools
from the SEI), practitioners spend less than 20 minutes per day on the PSP data collection.
Hence, PSP can generate accurate and insightful records of actual developer activity [37,
40–42, 51].
Table 2: Count of Engineers (Developers) by Domain
Product Domain Number Product Domain Number
Software Services 378 Telecom 92
Business IT 351 Financial 68
Automation&Control 112 Governmenty 66
Accounting Software 99 Embedded 55
Consumer Electronics 99 Aerospace 51
Automotive 97 Other 319
Secondly, when SEI consultants train practitioners in PSP, they use a standard set of
ten tasks. The course is taught over 10 class days with one week focused on measurement
and estimation, and the second week focused on reviews, design, and quality (and there was
typically a minimum two-week gap between weeks one and two). Hence, we have data on
thousands of developers doing the same set of tasks, using a wide variety of programming
methods and tools. For an overview of that data:
– Table 2 lists the thousands of developers who have had this PSP training, along with the
kind of software they usually develop.
– Figure 2 lists the languages used by attendees as they tried to complete the ten program-
ming tasks.
– Table 3 sorts the ten tasks (labelled from 1 to 10) from simplest (at level “0”) to hardest
(at level “2”). Small dice of a 20-page task 10 specification is presented in Figure 3.
Concise requirements for task 10 include writing programs to
– Read a table of historical data using the linked list from task 1
– Write a multiple regression solver to estimate the regression parameters
– From user-supplied values of estimates for new LOC, reused LOC, and modified
LOC compute the expected effort and prediction interval
– Print out the results
– Figure 4 lists the tens of thousands of defects recorded during the PSP training tasks.
Thirdly, this PSP data comes from industrial practitioners from the world. The PSP
classes were taught in the US, Japan, Korea, Australia, Mexico, Sweden, Germany, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and India. Class size ranged from 1 to 20 developers,
with a mean of 10.4 and an interquartile range of 7 to 14. Only about 3.2% of subjects (123
of 3,832) were from a university setting, while most of the classes, 361 of 373, we’re taught
in the industry to practicing software developers. Early adopters included Air Force, ABB,
Honeywell, Allied Signal, Boeing, and Microsoft.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of all the tasks attempted & completed by developers using a specific
programming language. For a fair sample size comparison we only consider tasks completed
using C, C++, C#, Java and VB programming languages in this study. This bar-chart ignores
15 other languages that have been completed by less than 30 developers.
Fourthly, this is high fidelity data. A study of PSP data collection by Disney and John-
son [24] using 10 developers who wrote 89 programs found that manual collection and
calculations on paper led to a 5% error rate, mostly in derived calculations or transcription
errors. One explanation for this low error rate is the way the data was collected. The SEI
authorized instructors to review each developer’s (student) PSP data as a required criterion
for the successful completion of the task. Grading rubrics included self-consistency checks,
checks to ensure that estimates and actuals are consistent with historical data, and compar-
isons with peers for data from each sub-process. Developers are also shown class summaries
for comparison to their peers. Hence, various studies [21, 45, 50] have found the data to be
very accurate.
Table 3: Overview of the data set composed of 10 tasks at various levels completed in one of
the five programming languages we considered. Level 2 (the rows are shown in gray) task
have the highest complexity than its earlier levels.
Level Task Developer Attempts Programming Languages
1 1,356
2 1,3560
3 1,356
4 1,356
5 1,3561
6 1,356
7 1,356
8 1,356
9 1,356
2
10 1,356
C, C++, C#, Java and VB
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Fig. 3: The task 10 (or assignment 10A) listed in Table 3 asks the developers to extend
program 6 to calculate the three-parameter multiple-regression factors from a historical data
set, then estimate the development effort with a 70% to 90% prediction intervals.
Fig. 4: Distribution of 124,521 defects recorded by developers while completing the 10
tasks using 5 programming languages C, C++, C#, Java and VB. Specifically 16,437 design
and 75,927 coding defects were injected and 32,157 test defects were removed by 1,356
developers.
As to the nature of the ten programming tasks:
– They varied slightly in size, difficulty, and complexity.
– They were chosen to be sufficiently difficult to generate useful data on estimation, effort,
size, and defects and could typically be completed in an afternoon with 100 to 200 Lines
of Code in a 3rd Generation language.
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Fig. 5: This bar-chart portrays the proportion of 1,356 developers completing 5,424 level 2
(labelled 7,8,9 and 10) tasks grouped by a specific programming language.
– Two programs were dedicated to counting program size; the remainder were primar-
ily statistical, including regression, multiple regression, a Simpson’s rule integral, Chi
function, Student’s T function, and prediction intervals.
– Developers were not expected to be domain experts and were provided a specifica-
tion package that included descriptions of necessary formulas, algorithms, required test
cases, and numeric examples suitable for a developer with no specific statistical exper-
tise.
The developers collected their personal data for effort, size, and defects using the PSP data
framework, which measures direct time in minutes and program size in new and changed
lines of code. Developers were instructed to build solutions with incremental cycles of de-
sign, code, and test, selecting their own increment size, typically a component or feature of
25-50 lines of code. Though some developers could produce working programs in a single
cycle, most used 3 to 5 cycles, depending on their solution size and complexity. For effort
accounting, each increment was initially designed and coded (creation), reviewed (appraisal)
followed by the compile and test (failure). All-time required to achieve a clean compile was
attributed to compile. All rework necessary to get the tests to pass was attributed to the test.
The accounting highlighted rework so that rework could be minimized.
4 Methods
4.1 Data Filtering
We filtered the PSP data as follows:
– Although developers used numerous programming languages to complete the tasks, pre-
dominately 85% of the developers used C, C++, C#, Java, and Visual Basic (VB) pro-
gramming languages as shown in Figure 5. We focus on these programming languages
since they are very prevalent in the industry.
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– For simplicity in presentation belief 1 and 4 use data only from level 2 tasks (labeled
7,8,9 and 10) listed in Table 3. For all other beliefs (2, 3 and 5) we consider all the 10
tasks.
– Suiting to the nature of the beliefs, we use data from the appropriate type of defect in
our analysis. The three types of defects we study is shown in Figure 4.
4.2 Measures
We use the three SE measurements below to derive our conclusions while assessing the 5
beliefs we chose in this study.
Program size (LOC) = Lines of Code
Production Rate = LOC/Hour (Coding time)
Quality (defects) = Number of defects
(Unless specified we consider defects injected in the coding phase. Other type
of defects we analyze are defects injected in design phase and defects removed
in testing phase.)
As mentioned earlier, information per programming task such as the number of defects,
program size, coding time, etc. is captured in practice by developers. To recollect, developers
completed the 10 programming tasks of increasing complexity listed in Table 3. They used
various programming languages, as shown in Figure 2, but largely using C, C++, C#, Java,
and VB, which we consider in this study. These traditional SE measures are used in these
related studies [40, 56].
4.2.1 Threshold:
All the five beliefs we assess requires us to compare different distributions of the measures
like program size, production rate and defects. To cater to our experiment setup for beliefs
1,2,4 and 5 later in §5 we employ the Scott-Knott test detailed in §4.3.1. That test clusters
and ranks two or more distributions. Belief 3 requires a method to check for linearity and to
that we use Spearman’s rank correlation (detailed in §3). From the usage of Spearman’s ρ
(correlation co-efficient) in this SE literature [60] we derive the following ranges for |ρ| :
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Correlation:
∗ 0.0 to 0.39 as no support
∗ 0.4 to 0.49 as minimum/weak support
∗ 0.5 to 0.59 as support
∗ 0.6 to 0.69 as strong support
∗ 0.7 to 1.00 as very strong support
We acknowledge that these ranges are debatable. All the correlations we report
are at the 99% confidence level (ie., p value < 0.01).
Rank:
∗ Lower Scott-Knott rank indicates better production rate , better quality (fewer
defects) and large program size (LOC) ie., Population distribution in Rank 1 is
better than Rank 2.
∗ Distributions placed in different ranks indicate significantly different popula-
tion.
4.3 Statistical Analysis
To assess the beliefs and to answer RQ1, RQ2 & RQ3 we need statistical tests that compute,
– Rank: Clusters a list of populations to report significant differences.
– Correlation: Reports significant associations between two variables.
4.3.1 Rank
Later in our experiments in §5, we compare populations of SE measures such as defects,
production rate, and program size. Note populations may have the same median, but their
distribution could be very different, hence to identify significant differences or rank among
two or more populations, we use the ScottKnott test recommended by Mittas et al. in TSE13
[33].
ScottKnott is a top-down bi-clustering approach used to rank different treatments; the
treatment could be program size, production rate, defects, etc. This method sorts a list of
l treatments with ls measurements by their median score. But before we sort a list of l
treatments, we normalize our data between [0, 1]. This is because the SE measures, like
program size, defects, etc., do not typically fall between a fixed range to fit the quartile plots
(later in §5). Thus to overcome this issue, we transform the list of l treatments by applying
min-max normalization, as shown below. Note this transformation does not impact the rank
of the l treatments in any way.
x′ = x−min(x)
max(x)−min(x)
Where,
– max(x) is the global maximum ie., (largest value among the list of l treatments)
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– min(x) is the global minimum ie., (least value among the list of l treatments)
The Scott-Knott approach then splits the normalized l into sub-lists m,n in order to
maximize the expected value of differences in the observed performances before and after
divisions. For lists l,m, n of size ls,ms,ns where l = m∪n, the “best” division maximizes
E(∆); i.e. the difference in the expected mean value before and after the spit:
E(∆) =
ms
ls
abs(m.µ− l.µ)2 + ns
ls
abs(n.µ− l.µ)2
Notably, these techniques are preferred since they do not make Gaussian assumptions
(non-parametric). To avoid “small effects” with statistically significant results, we employ
the conjunction of bootstrapping and A12 effect size test by Vargha and Delaney [52] for
the hypothesis test H to check if m, n are truly significantly different.
4.3.2 Correlation
Spearman’s rank correlation (a non-parametric test) assesses associations between two mea-
sures discussed earlier, for example, a correlation between production rate and software
quality. We chose Spearman like some SE quality study [12] recommended to handle
skewed data; further, it is unaffected by transformations (such as log, reciprocal, square-
root, etc.) on variables.
The Spearman’s rank correlation, ρ = cov(X,Y )σxσy between two samples X,Y (with means
x and y), as estimated using xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y via
ρ =
∑n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)√∑n
i=1(xi − x)2(yi − y)2
We conclude using both correlation coefficient (ρ) and its associated p value in all our
experiments. The correlation coefficient (ρ) varies from +1, i.e., ranks are identical, to -1,
i.e., ranks are the opposite, where 0 indicates no correlation.
– Higher |ρ| value indicates strong evidence.
– Lower p value indicates the evidence is statistically significant.
5 Assessing Beliefs
In this section, for each belief listed in Table 1, we discuss the rationale, construct the ex-
periment, and discuss the strength of the assessed belief.
5.1 Belief 1: Corbato´’s law
This section discusses an effect reported in a 1969 paper by Corbato´ [10] that
Productivity and defects depend on the length of a program’s text, independent of the
language level used.
That is to say, (a) longer programs tend to get more defects; (b) and this effect is not
mitigated by newer generation languages. Note that, if true, Corbato´’s rule warns us that, by
merely switching to a newer language:
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Table 4: This table shows normalized distributions of “program size”, “production rate” and
“defects” of level 2 task(s) ranked using Scott-Knott test (elucidated in §4.3.1). Group 1
shows task 10 completed independently using C and C# share similar LOC (the rows are
shown in gray), whereas in the subsequent groups 2 and 3 we find the distributions of 10, C
and 10, C# to be significantly different.
Program Size (LOC)
Group 1 Rank Task, Language Median IQR
Level 2 tasks
1 10, C# 18 11 s
1 10, C 17 10 s
2 9, C# 13 9 s
3 9, C 11 7 s
4 7, C# 7 6 s
5 8, C# 6 5 s
5 7, C 6 4 s
5 8, C 6 5 s
Production rate (LOC/hour)
Group 2 Rank Task, Language Median IQR
Task 10 completed using
C and C# 1 10, C# 13 10
s
2 10, C 8 7 s
Defects
Group 3 Rank Task, Language Median IQR
Task 10 completed using
C and C# 1 10, C# 5 7
s
2 10, C 9 9 s
– Defects cannot be reduced
– And developers cannot be made more productive
To check this rule, we studied equivalent programming tasks written by languages at
different language levels. Specifically, Hejlsberg and Li et al. [22, 29] assert that C and C#
are two programming languages at different “levels”. High-level features help developers to
write less code. For example, automatic memory management (garbage collection) is one of
the numerous high-level features available in C#. Automatic memory management can help
developers to focus more on the assigned task’s functional requirements rather than writing
additional code to manage memory.
Prediction: If Corbato´ was wrong, then, we should see either
– Production rates differ by programming language, and/or
– Defects differ by programming language.
5.1.1 Result
This part of the paper focuses on the more complex tasks (mainly for simplicity in presen-
tation). Specifically, we used the level 2 tasks (labelled 7,8,9 & 10) from Table 3.
Table 4 shows our results in three groups program size, production rate, and defects.
From this table, we make several observations.
– Program size distributions in group 1 reveal that tasks 8 and 10 completed using C and
C# share similar (same rank) LOC distribution.
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– Subsequently, in groups 2 and 3 (“production rate” and “defects”), we only focus on
tasks 10, C, and 10, C# results (the rows are shown in gray). We do that because (a) we
can remove the conflating factor of different LOCs (tasks 7 & 9), and (b) task 10 has
higher LOC ranges than task 8, making it naturally a better choice for to carry further
analysis.
– The focus of groups 2 and 3 (“production rate” and “defects”) on task 10 (chosen in the
previous step) reveal developers who completed the task using C# were more productive
and induced fewer defects than those completed using C.
– Thus, as per Corbato´’s Law, if only LOC matters and language level does not, then
task 10 irrespective of whichever language (C or C#) used should also portray similar
production rate and defects distribution. However, in Table 4, we observe a significant
difference in the production rate and defects of these groups. Thus we cannot ignore the
level of a language as it impacts both developer production rate and defects.
Accordingly, we say:
Belief 1: Our results contradicted Corbato´’s law as with similar program size
(LOC), tasks completed using C# is significantly “better” (higher production rate
and fewer defects) than using C.
5.2 Belief 2: Dahl-Goldberg hypothesis
This section discusses an effect reported in a 1983 paper by Dahl and Goldberg [11, 20]
that.
Programs written using non-OO languages naturally induce more defects.
If true, then programs written in OO languages like C++ should get fewer defects than
written in C (non-OO).
To check this effect, we studied tasks completed by developers in 5 programming lan-
guages. Among those five languages C++, VB, C#, and Java support OO, whereas C does
not support OO. The rationale behind this belief, as discussed by Endres & Rombach is that
OO basically restricts the developer’s freedom to prevent them from introducing unwanted
defects. For example, information hiding (encapsulation), a concept in OO, is performed
by developers while writing code to pacify software complexity and improve robustness.
Hands-on, developers make use of access-modifiers such as private, protected (in Java) to
encapsulate certain complex parts of code. Further, modern OO languages such as C# and
Java do not easily expose low-level control or memory management for developers to ma-
nipulate them, but those features are readily available in C.
Notably, OO could arguably affect design and the prevalence of design defects. Hence,
to construct the experiment, we consider two types of defects from all the 10 tasks to assess
this belief, they are:
– “defects injected in design” (design defects) and
– “defects injected in code” (coding defects).
Prediction: If Dahl & Goldberg were wrong, then programming similar tasks using OO
languages such as C#, Java, C++, and VB programs should have more or about the same
range of defects compared to C.
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5.2.1 Result:
Table 5 presents the “defects (Code + Design)” in two groups (programming languages and
task 10). From this table, we make several observations.
– The defect distributions in group 1 reveal tasks completed by developers using C#, and
VB (the rows are shown in gray) have fewer defects compared to those completed using
Java, C, and C++.
– Notably, tasks completed using C++ that support OO have the most defects.
– A focused analysis of defects in group 2 shows, task 10 completed in C# and VB also
share the least range of defects.
– Defects are lower only in two of four languages that support OO (C# and VB), whereas
Java and C++ (that support OO) portray significantly more defects similar to those writ-
ten in C. Thus, we cannot endorse the Dahl-Goldberg hypothesis.
Table 5: This table shows normalized distribution of “defects (Coding + Design)” in two dif-
ferent groups (programming languages and task 10). Using the Scott-Knott test (elucidated
in §4.3.1) we find tasks completed using C# and VB in group 1 share least range of defects
(the rows are shown in gray) compared to C, Java, and C++. The subsequent group 2 shows
that pattern of similar low defects among C# and VB for the most advanced task 10.
Defects (Coding + Design)
Group 1 Rank Language Median IQR
Programming Language
1 VB 5 5 s
1 C# 5 5 s
2 C 8 7 s
2 Java 8 8 s
3 C++ 11 10 s
Group 2 Rank Task, Language Median IQR
Task 10
1 10, C# 5 5 s
1 10, VB 6 6 s
2 10, Java 8 11 s
2 10, C 8 8 s
3 10, C++ 11 13 s
Accordingly, we say:
Belief 2: Programs written in OO are not necessarily less defect prone
5.3 Belief 3: Mills-Jones hypothesis
This section discusses an effect reported based on two papers by Mill & Jones [9, 32] in
1983 and 1990:
Quality entails productivity.
That is to say, a lack of early emphasis on quality in the project life-cycle will lead
to a lot of rework (unproductive) and defective software. Mills showed that highly reli-
able software could be produced through cleanroom software engineering, which employs
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Fig. 6: The box-plots in this chart show the distribution of correlation scores grouped by
different programming language. The correlation is computed between “code defects” (X)
and “test defects” (Y) (computed as described in §4.3.2) for each task (listed in Table 3)
completed using a specific programming language.
a statistical-based independent testing [31, 32]. Disciplined processes such as cleanroom
software engineering focus on quality right from the early stages of the project. Having such
a focus minimizes unnecessary effort in the later stages of the project, unnecessary efforts
like fixing defects in the final testing phase, which were undetected early in the project life
cycle (such as coding or unit test).
To study this effect, we check for a linear trend between “code defects” (defects injected
during coding) and “test defects” (defects escaped to testing phase) using the correlation
test elucidated in §4. We consider all 10 tasks (labeled 1 to 10) in Table 3 to gain more
data points for the independent and dependant variables. Lastly, we export the significant
correlation scores visually into a box-plot and discuss the strength of the observed trend
based on the median. To achieve that, we do the following:
– We capture the number of “code defects” and the number of “test defects” for each task
completed using a specific programming language.
– Then, we correlate between the captured list of “code defects” and “test defects” across
all the 10 tasks and export the correlation coefficient (ρ) values.
– The above step results in 50 ρ scores (10 tasks x 5 programming languages). We plot the
exported scores (distributions) in Figure 6.
Prediction: If Mills & Jones were wrong, then it could mean that managers need not
invest in quality assurance activities early in their project life cycle.
5.3.1 Result:
Figure 6 presents a box-plot of all the exported correlation (ρ) scores grouped by program-
ming language. We used all tasks (labeled 1 to 10) from Table 3. From this figure, we make
the following observations.
– We find a median of +0.4 (ρ) between “code defects” and “test defects” in Java and in
the remaining four programming languages we analyzed, the correlation is above +0.5
(ρ).
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– An overall median correlation of +0.5 (ρ) considering all the five programming lan-
guages confirm rework will increase (more test defects) if there is a lack of emphasis on
quality early (more code defects). (Technical aside: To be precise, we say that we can
support, but not strongly support, this belief since, from §4.2.1, we say that |ρ| of 0.5
indicates “support”.)
Accordingly, we say:
Belief 3: Emphasis on early quality does minimize rework. That said, the strength
of this support is not strong ρ (+0.5).
5.4 Belief 4: Sackman’s second Law
This section discusses an effect reported in a 1966 paper by Sackman et al. [46]:
Individual developer performance varies considerably.
That is to say; developer X is considerably “better” in completing a task than developer
Y. By “better” we mean developer X writes more lines of code in less time than developer
Y, and developer X’s deliverable gets fewer defects than developer Y’s deliverable.
Also note that, if true, Sackmans second Law warns us that:
– Only some developers are productive and write quality code.
A variation between developers was rather a surprising finding by Sackman in 1966 as
the objective of the original study was to compare productivity between online programming
and offline programming [46]. Endres & Rombach also note that this effect is not exten-
sively studied in the past few decades. They also offer some doubts concerning the small
sample size and the statistical approach used in the original (Sackman’s) study. Sackman’s
study considered only 12 developers, and their conclusion is based on extremes and not on
the entire distribution. Note in this work; we compare large distributions of production rate
and defects scores captured from over 1000’s of developers.
Naturally, managers would prefer few high performers over many low performers, but
recently (2019) Nichols using the same data showed that a developer X who is productive
in one task is not necessarily productive in another [37]. Thus we address the quality aspect
of this belief. In other words, we check whether such large production rate variance reflects
poor quality (high defects). To assess that strength, we construct the experiment as follows:
– We rank “production rate” distributions in our data set to identify a task ‘TP ’ (where TP
is a specific task ‘T ’ completed using a programming language ‘P ’ having the largest
production rate variance).
– Correspondingly, we rank “defect” distributions of tasks to compare the defect distribu-
tion of ‘TP ’ with distributions of the same task ‘T ’ completed in 4 other programming
languages. If ‘TP ’ portrays less quality (more defects), then such a result would support
this belief.
Prediction: If Sackman was wrong, then practitioners may ease their large appeal to-
wards some high performing developers.
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5.4.1 Result:
For simplicity in presentation, we only consider level 2 tasks (labeled 7,8,9, and 10) listed in
Table 3. Table 6 shows our “production rate” and “defects” in four groups. From this table,
we make several observations.
– Group 1 shows that among the level 2 tasks that developers completed, task 10 (‘T ’, the
row is shown in gray) has the largest normalized production rate variance of 5 (IQR).
– Group 2 shows that among the level 2 tasks that developers completed, developers using
C# (‘P ’, the row is shown in gray) has the largest normalized production rate variance
of 6 (IQR).
– Group 3 tests the above two results in conjunction, i.e. ‘TP ’ (i.e., task 10 completed
using C#); in fact, ‘10, C#’ (the row is shown in gray) also shows the largest normalized
production rate variance of 6 (IQR).
– The population ‘10, C# (TP )’ with the largest production rate variance correspondingly
did not portray the highest defects in group 4. Rather the evidence is contradictory to
this belief, as ‘10, C#’ (the row is shown in gray) has the best quality (fewer defects)
compared to other group of developers who completed task 10 in Java, C, and C++.
Accordingly, we say:
Table 6: This table shows normalized “production rate” and “defects” distributions in four
different groups. Using the Scott-Knott test (elucidated in §4.3.1) we find the rows shown in
gray (in groups 1, 2 and 3) indicate distributions with largest production rate variance (IQR)
of 5, 6 and 6. The last group indicates task 10 completed using C# (TP ) has fewer defects
(5) than Java, C and C++.
Production rate (LOC/hour)
Group 1 Rank Task Median IQR
Level 2 tasks
1 10 7 5 s
2 9 5 4 s
3 8 5 4 s
3 7 4 4 s
Group 2 Rank Language Median IQR
Programming Languages
1 C# 7 6 s
2 VB 5 4 s
2 C++ 5 4 s
2 Java 5 3 s
2 C 4 4 s
Group 3 Rank Task, Language Median IQR
Task 10 completed using 5
programming languages
1 10, C# 9 6 s
2 10, VB 7 4 s
2 10, C++ 7 5 s
2 10, Java 6 3 s
2 10, C 6 4 s
Defects
Group 4 Rank Task, Language Median IQR
Task 10 completed using 5
programming languages
1 10, C# 5 7 s
1 10, VB 5 5 s
2 10, C 9 9 s
2 10, Java 9 12 s
2 10, C++ 11 14 s
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Belief 4: Software Quality is not impacted by the variance in developer production
rate.
5.5 Belief 5: Apprentice’s Law
This section discusses an effect reported in a 1993 paper by Norman et al. [38]; specifically:
It takes 5000 hours to turn a novice into an expert.
To assess the effect of prolonged programming experience we analyze “production rate”
and “defects” among the expert and novice groups. An expert is someone who is both knowl-
edgeable and skilled in their field of work. An expert in this study is a developer who can
complete the task on time (productive) with no defects (quality).
Adopting from [15] we map the 5000-hour threshold as follows:
expert : ≥ 3 years of experience (or ≥ 5000 hours of programming experience)
novice : < 3 years of experience (or < 5000 hours of programming experience)
That is to say, (a) expert developers induce less defects than novices; (b) expert devel-
opers are more productive in completing tasks than novice developers. Note that, if true, the
Apprentices Law warns us that, we should mistrust novices due to their lower quality code.
To check this, we will analyze the distributions of “production rate” and “defects” among
experts and novices.
5.5.1 Result:
The ratio of expert to novice developers in our data is shown in Figure 7.
Fig. 7: Proportion of expert and novice developers who completed all the 10 tasks listed in
Table 3 using a specific programming language.
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Table 7: This table shows “production rate” and “defects” distributions of expert and novice
developers in four groups. Using Scott-Knott test (elucidated in §4.3.1) we find groups 1
and 2 indicate no difference in either production rate nor defects among expert and novice
developers. On the other hand groups 3 and 4 portray significantly different distributions
(as seen from different Scott-Knott ranks) among developers using different programming
languages.
Production rate (LOC/hour)
Group 1 Rank Experience Median IQR
All tasks 1 expert 6 4
s
1 novice 5 5 s
Defects
Group 2 Rank Experience Median IQR
All tasks 1 expert 6 6
s
1 novice 5 6 s
Production rate (LOC/hour)
Group 3 Rank Language, Experience Median IQR
Programming Language
expertise
1 C#, novice 8 6 s
1 C#, expert 7 6 s
2 C++, expert 6 5 s
2 Java, expert 6 5 s
2 VB, novice 6 5 s
3 Java, novice 5 4 s
3 C++, novice 5 5 s
3 C, expert 5 3 s
3 VB, expert 5 4 s
3 C, novice 5 4 s
Defects
Group 4 Rank Language, Experience Median IQR
Programming Language
expertise
1 C#, novice 3 3 s
1 VB, novice 3 3 s
2 C#, expert 5 6 s
2 C, novice 5 5 s
2 VB, expert 5 5 s
3 Java, expert 6 6 s
3 C, expert 6 6 s
3 C++, novice 6 7 s
3 Java, novice 6 7 s
3 C++, expert 7 8 s
Table 7 presents our results on production rate and defects in 4 groups. From this Table,
we make the following observations.
– Despite numerous studies in the past that endorsed this effect, groups 1 and 2 reveal no
effect on developers with years of prolonged programming experience. In other words,
Novice developers were as productive and induced the same amount of defects as expert
developers.
– Our earlier results confirm some programming languages to have an effect over “pro-
duction rate” and “quality” (defects). Thus to check whether “years of experience” also
influence developers using different programming languages, we segregate the expert
and novice population by programming languages to find the following:
– “Years of experience” has less influence on “defects” among developers using dif-
ferent programming languages. Like in our earlier results seen in Table 5, overall
C# and VB novices portray better quality (fewer defects) than developers of three
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other languages. This also implies that, strangely C# and VB novices portray better
quality (fewer defects) than experts.
– Similar to results shown earlier in Table 6, production rate is best observed among
C# developers, and “Years of experience” has no influence over their production
rate.
Apprentice Law is only supported on the lines of production rate, only for Java and C++
developers (2 of 5 groups of developers), and has no influence in mitigating defects. Our
evidence supports the counterclaim that practical industrial experience has little to do with
expertise. There is no noticeable performance difference among experts and novices (Groups
1 and 2). We believe the conditions for deliberate practice [16] are not achieved in normal
work; thus, years of experience has limited benefit.
Hence, overall, we say that.
Belief 5: Experienced developers did not necessarily write better (fewer defects)
programs on time.
6 Aggregated Analysis & Discussion
Earlier in Figure 1, we presented the relationship between beliefs and its entities as recorded
in literature. We revisit that figure using the evidence from assessing the five beliefs in §5
and re-drew that graph in Figure 8. We did this to infer a combined opinion by aggregating
results from multiple experiments similar to the notion of meta-analysis in statistics. Thus
using Figure 8, we address the three RQ’s we had asked earlier.
Fig. 8: A copy of Figure 1 but, edges are redrawn based on the results obtained from as-
sessing the five beliefs in §5. Here a line edge (black) between two entities denote an effect
backed by empirical evidence.
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6.1 RQ1: Why beliefs diverge among practitioners?
Given that the five beliefs we chose are decades-old prevalent beliefs, we naturally expected
strong support, but surprisingly, our analysis showed none of these beliefs are strongly sup-
ported presently. It is important to note that such beliefs naturally hold in practice [13, 15,
39], and this is not to say that these beliefs were not true.
We reason below that a probable source of divergence of beliefs among practitioners [13]
could arise from misinterpreting effects by observing partial evidence. For example, recall
the effect reported in the belief 2 that,
Programs written using non-OO languages naturally induce more defects.
Although the results of belief 2 from §5.2 show that programs written in OO languages
C# and VB showed better quality (fewer defects), we did not endorse this effect because
programs written in the two other OO programming languages C++ and Java shared defects
similar or higher to those written in C (non-OO). We ‘cannot’ say why defects were lower
in C# and VB, but we ‘can’ say that it is not due to the OO paradigm. To that end, it is
reasonable to imagine that practitioners with a narrow scope who work only with C# and C
based projects will hold on to this belief. Note that similar examples of misinterpretations
backed by partial evidence can be weaved from the other beliefs we do not endorse. Thus
we conjecture that practitioners could believe some effect to hold in their work due to the
lack of a broader perspective.
Lastly, looking at Figure 8 amidst overall negative results, we found support for be-
lief 3 titled “Quality entails productivity” which is unaffected among 4 of 5 programming
languages we analyzed, which we endorse.
Accordingly, we say:
Apart from belief 3 titled “Quality entails productivity”, none of the other beliefs
are supported.
6.2 RQ2: What is the relationship between Productivity, Quality, and Expertise?
If studies like this can confirm associations among these three entities (Productivity, Quality,
and Expertise), practitioners can make better choices during their project life-cycle. Associ-
ations such as
– Experienced developers produce a quality deliverable on time.
– Early quality assurance activities can ensure faster delivery.
Using the directed edges of the graph shown in Figure 8 we find:
– Belief 5 results do not reveal any beneficial effect of years of developer experience on
software quality and only make some group of developers (specifically Java and C++)
more productive.
– On the other hand, belief 3 results confirm that early quality assurance facilitates on-
time delivery. That association is unaffected among different programming languages
or task complexity.
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Accordingly, we say:
A focus on quality, early in the project life-cycle minimizes rework but programming
experience neither improves production rate nor mitigates defects.
Notably, it is now apparent from the result of the beliefs and these discussions that some
programming languages were better than others. We discuss that next in RQ3.
6.3 RQ3: What impacts Productivity and Quality?
The beliefs we chose to assess in this study bundle the three entities developer productivity,
software quality, and developer expertise. Practitioners, throughout their project life-cycles,
track production rate, quality, and developer expertise to manage their deliverables better to
meet deadlines. Hence, if practitioners can understand what affects these entities, they can
make better decisions accordingly. While assessing the five beliefs, we noted developers
completing tasks using some programming were better (more productive and induced fewer
defects) than others. Thus we think it is useful to revisit the results of beliefs in §5 as follows:
– Results of beliefs 4 and 5 confirm production rate is better among C# developers, irre-
spective of their programming expertise.
– Results of beliefs 2 and 5 strangely confirm defects are lower among C# and VB novices
than experts. Years of developer experience only made an impact on the production rate
of C++ and Java developers. But note, Java expert’s production rate is significantly lower
than C# novices.
– Results of belief 1 shows C# developers wrote longer programs similar to C developers,
but C# developers were more productive (higher production rate) and induced fewer
defects than C developers.
Apart from the results of assessing belief 3, the results of the remaining four beliefs indi-
cated the influence of developers using some programming languages over another. Overall,
developers were productive and introduced lesser defects when using modern languages
(C#, and VB).
Accordingly, we say:
Programming languages — C# and VB developers wrote programs with fewer de-
fects. Specifically, C# developers were most productive (among four other groups of
developers who wrote programs in C, C++, Java, and VB).
7 Threats to validity
We draw the following subsections from Wohlin et al. [57] (first conceived by Cook and
Campbell [8])
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7.1 Conclusion Validity
Construct validity checks whether the findings could be incorrect because of the operational-
izations of the concepts, incorrect modeling, or misleading data.
While Johnson and Disney found that 5% of the data was incorrect [24], their study used
manual recording, transcription, and computation. Only the data prior to 1996 in this study
were manually recorded. The vast majority used an Excel spreadsheet for initial data entry
and all derived computations. Authorized PSP instructors also verified the data. A concern
may arise due to the nature of the data set composed of only ten tasks (assignments). But,
using similar data set, certain useful observations have been made in the past, and those are
reported in these SE articles [30, 37]. Another concern may arise from the sample size of
our data set and the fact that OS can offer much more data at scale. But to directly check
whether our conclusions apply to practice, a data corpus of industry nature is needed. More
than 90% of the tasks that happened in the industry across various geographies, and we only
report statistically significant results, as mentioned in §4.2.1.
Lastly, some studies operationalize quality as defect density. But defect density could
be sensitive to the verbosity of either the programming language or the programmer. That
is, the same assignments could contain the same number of defects, yet differ because one
program has more lines of code than the other. Defect density is often used because different
programs cannot be directly compared. Because this data replicates the same task across
multiple developers, quality is best measured by the total number of defects in code, design,
and test accordingly.
7.2 Internal Validity
Threats to internal validity concern the causal relationship due to the artifacts of the study
design and execution. It may also include factors that have not been controlled or measured
or study execution introducing some unintended factors.
PSP course’s emphasis on measuring production, estimation, and quality could have
influenced the developers performance. The mitigation was that the developers were not in
any sort of competition with each other; instead, they were instructed to take consistent data
to measure their performance trend. Also, there are no overlaps, i.e., the same developer
completed the ten tasks only once using a programming language. Other factors that were
uncontrolled include experience with a specific programming language or aspects of the
development environment in which the class was taken.
Analyst bias in conducting the research is always a potential threat. This is minimized
because the data was collected for an entirely different purpose over an extended time by
several independent individuals. We further minimize this threat by relying on quantitative
data and fully revealing that data. Lastly, we do not consider PSP as a treatment, but we
use that data to observe evidence in the prevalent beliefs we evaluated. We do not question
the authenticity of these beliefs in the past, given the notable increase in the number of pro-
gramming languages, supporting tools, memory, computation power, and online workforce.
We question the relevancy of these beliefs presently in §5.
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7.3 External validity
The domain of the programs is not representative of all software development. The tasks
were principally numeric and statistical. Nonetheless, they included the standard elements
of modular design, input, output, and control structures common to many professional pro-
grams. The numeric specifications were provided; therefore, no special domain knowledge
was required. Production rates and defect rates will likely differ across specific domains.
The programs were not intended to be of production quality; therefore, the test cases were
not extensive. The goal of this work was to show that it is both possible and important to
revisit old beliefs (and to advise practitioners to regularly monitor and discard effects that
are not backed by evidence). The above results show that this is indeed possible.
As to specifics of our conclusions, the set of programming languages we explore may
not cover some of the recent trending web development languages like PHP, Ruby, etc. Thus
we do not claim our results to generalize to all projects. On the other hand, the languages we
analyzed are in existence for decades in long-living proprietary software systems (in banks,
healthcare, etc.) and will remain prominent in the future (if only for maintenance reasons).
8 Summary
Through extensive evaluation of five old Software Engineering beliefs (originated between
1969 - 1993) in a controlled environment, we find support for one belief titled “Quality
entails productivity”. That implies on-time delivery is achieved with a quality-driven focus.
Four other beliefs we assessed are not supported; uncertainties in the results of those beliefs
portrayed how practitioners with a narrow scope could misinterpret specific effects to hold
in their work.
Notably, we observed programming language to be a better indicator of software quality
and production rate than years of developer experience. In other words, production rate and
software quality varied for different programming languages. Overall, irrespective of the
programming experience, C# developers delivered tasks on time (productive) with fewer
defects. Prolonged programming experience only influenced Java and C++ developers to
be more productive, but it did not make them better (“quality” and “productivity”) than C#
developers.
In the future, a natural extension of this work is to check other prevalent beliefs that com-
ment on SE phases like requirements and integration. Further, we would also like to identify
additional factors like programming language that cause divergence of beliefs among prac-
titioners.
9 Implications for Practice
Our results reinforce the recent findings of Shrikanth & Menzies [47] and others in the
past [13, 39], which is practitioners should not inherently believe their past will hold in the
present. Like peer SE researchers [34, 48], we suggest all practitioners, especially subject
matter experts, to consider assessing a handful of beliefs empirically from time to time to
understand what works for their organization. Specifically, our current results prescribe,
– Practitioners should emphasize on quality right from the early stages of their projects.
– Practitioners should be less concerned about programming experience and more con-
cerned about programming language.
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